
Data Sheet 

TriZetto® Keyword Loader for Facets® 
Facets® optimization tool that 
enables quick and accurate data 
migrations, loads, and updates. 

The TriZetto® Facets® core administration system 
allows for massive amounts of data to be processed. 
However, implementing large data changes and 
managing data loads for items such as Groups, 
Product Rates or Billing Entities can be complex, 
time consuming, and error prone.

This complexity causes ongoing challenges  
for organizations: 

 ❙ Utilizing technical resources to load data  
into multiple environments

 ❙ Large volume manual loads and bulk data  
copies are time consuming and error prone

 ❙ Additional time to verify data is properly loaded 
and promoted into production environments

The Facets Keyword Loader provides a fast  
and consistent way to load data into the Facets 
platform while maintaining data consistency. 

Ensure data consistency and accuracy 
Whether you are loading data into the Facets 
platform as part of an implementation, migration, 
or as part of ongoing data management, the Facets 
Keyword Loader accurately loads data into Facets 
Databases with the Facets standard “keyword” 
structure. A Keyword Loader user can customize 
the hierarchy of loads and validate the entity rules 
leveraging record and field level edits to ensure 
data integrity. The tool also ensures data integrity 
through correction and resubmission  
error handling as well as reporting features. 

High speed data load capabilities 
The next generation Keyword Loader includes 
enhanced functionality to load large volumes of 
data with less CPU usage, preventing performance 
delays or scheduling issues. Load times can be 
reduced by as much as 95% using the Keyword 
Loader instead of other load methods. For example 
200 employer group records can be loaded in a 
few minutes compared to several hours using other 
solutions. .

The Keyword Loader can load 
data in 95% less time than other 
solutions while ensuring accuracy 
through: 

 ❙ A repeatable load process that can  
be used across all environments 

 ❙ Simulated Data Loads that allow for  
review and corrections

 ❙ Error records and logs allowing for 
corrections and resubmissions of files

 ❙ Utilization of validation rules, further 
preventing migration errors

 ❙ Integration of schedules to ensure 
proper batch sequencing

 ❙ Compatibility across multiple  
database platforms
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Facets® optimization tool that enables quick and accurate data migrations, 
loads, and updates. 
The Facets Keyword Loader consists of a Configuration and a Transactional module which contain  
the following items shown below.

Keyword Loader – Configuration Module

 ❙ Employer Group: Employer Group data along 
with Subgroup, Class and class plan details

 ❙ Rates: Premium Rate tables

 ❙ Billing: Billing Definition, Alternate Funding 
Description, User-Defined Contract and 
Description Table

 ❙ Subscriber Member: Billing defined at 
Subscriber level, attachments

Keyword Loader – Transactional Module

 ❙ Customer Service: Customer service task,  
Task status

 ❙ HIPAA Privacy: HIPAA privacy communication 
maintenance

 ❙ Commissions: Commission entity details

 ❙ Claims: Claim Notes

Reach your objectives faster
In addition to the TriZetto® Facets®Keyword Loader, we offer an extensive line of solutions and services that harness the 
power of digital to optimize your business. Achieve new levels of performance and efficiency with Digital Business, Digital 
Operations, and Digital Systems and Technology capabilities from Cognizant.

For more information about how the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare Products can help you enhance revenue growth, 
drive administrative efficiency and improve cost and quality of care, call 1-800-569-1222 or visit www.cognizant.com.

Reduce or eliminate your error prone manual and ad-hoc 
uploads through an automated scheduled processes. 

Keyword Loader Flow Steps

Identify Source: Diverse data types 
supported beyond the core batch options

Import Data: 8 pre-defined Runbooks 
with custom Runbook support

Update Procedure File: Modify the 
procedure file to accommodate the input 
keyword data structure.

Run Keyword Loader: Import data 
into a Facets DB

Confirm Import: Review error reports 
and leverage resub file if necessary.
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